**Unique Quick-Clutch Feature**
Quickly engages or disengages the drive sprocket to allow fast positioning of the machine by hand, prior to cutting.

**Valves located away from the Torch**
For easy & safe operation.

**Backlash-Free Worm Drive system**
For smooth cutting.

**Supplied with additional wheel flanges**
Which bolt onto existing front wheels to increase chassis clearance for cutting smaller diameter pipes.

**Use with Oxy / Acetylene or Oxy/LPG**
Supplied with both Acetylene & LPG Tips.

- Ideal for cutting steel pipes 100mm OD or larger. Chain is used to hold the cutter & guide it around the pipe. Cutter is propelled by hand-crank.
- Robust design
- Uses Common Chain Design – chain is interchangeable with other machines
- Horizontal and Vertical Torch Adjustment
- Lightweight & Portable

**Straight or Bevel Cutting**

**For more info**
[Click Here]
Part No. Description Unit Inner Qty Outer Qty
5-TX21Q TX-21Q Pipe Cutter w/Quick-Clutch & 2.4m Chain Each 1 1
5-TX21CHAIN Chain Std Cast Metal 2.4m Each 1 1

Technical Data

Pipe Diameter Minimum 100mm O.D. Maximum: Approx. 600mm O.D. with one length of chain, additional chain can be added to cut larger pipe

Cutting Thickness Up to 50mm wall thickness

Bevel Angle 0° – 45°

Cutting Tips Uses 3-seat machine cutting tips
Oxy/Acetylene – Type 51
Oxy/LPG – Type 54

Gas Oxy & Acetylene or Oxy & LPG

Gas Inlet Connections 5/8” UNF (Standard Australian oxy connection)

Dimension Approx 280mm x 280mm x 450mm high

Weight Approx 13kg

Warranty 6 months

Also Known as Oxy gas pipe cutter with chain, oxy acetylene & oxy lpg flame cutting, portable manual pipe cutting machine for steel pipe, chain and gear hand crank drive pipe cutter